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Abstract

In judicial review on Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 on Election of President and Vice-President which regulates presidential threshold, the Constitutional Court declined it since it is an open legal policy mandated by Article 6 paragraph (5) of the 1945 Constitution that the administration of President and Vice-President election will be further regulated in a Law. This reason is deemed insufficient as the Article 6 paragraph (5) regulates procedures (phases of the process), not requirements for can-didates of President and Vice President to be eligible on participating in the election. Moreover, Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 potentially expands the norms as stipulated in Article 6A paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution in which the candidates for President and Vice President shall be nominated by a political party or coalition of political parties participating in the election prior to the election without any other frills (the threshold). The term presidential threshold that is being used up until now is actually incorrect term; instead, presidential candidacy threshold should be considered as the more appropriate term.
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Introduction

The implementation of the President and Vice President direct election is arguably more democratic than the President and Vice President appointment by People’s Consultative Assembly (MPR) since the implementation mechanisms directly involves people which assumes the President and Vice President received a direct mandate and real support as a form of direct interaction between the elector and the elected. To strengthen the view, two (2) reasons are given as follows. First, the direct election is ‘more open’ ‘the door’ for the emergence of the President and Vice President ac-
According to the pretension of the majority; second, to maintain the stability of government in accordance with applicable presidential system. Accordingly, it makes sense if the people expect the election of President and Vice President to create a democratic state government and free from authoritarian ruler based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution as well as to build people's sovereignty completely.\(^1\)

Since the selection is directly conducted, president and vice president election is always preceded by legislative election (Election of DPR, DPD and DPRD). It means that presidential and vice presidential elections conducted separately with legislative election. Based on the results of the legislative election then the political parties or coalition of political parties that met the threshold determined by legislation nominate candidates for president and vice president to stand for election of president and vice president. This mechanism is due to the reason that it will provide adequate time for the political parties joining the election to consolidate or merge with other political parties to nominate the president and vice president. The elections are conducted separately and it believes that it brings some negative impacts such as in terms of cost, time allotment and effort in organizing these elections. Besides, the legislative and president and vice president elections are held separately (the legislative elections do first). Politically it is the will of the major parties in order to propose candidates and to suppress or eliminate small parties by making the minimal threshold for the nomination of President and Vice President.

Separation of the electoral system, both nationally and locally, the executive and legislative branches are considered less effective and efficient in a presidential system. Moreover, it causes a lot of conflicts among groups or individuals as well as the impact on the efficient use of state budget related to the implementation of the election.\(^2\)

Based on those reasons, a civil society coalition for the elections represented by Effendi Ghazali filed a Judicial Review of Law Number 42 Year 2008 on President and Vice President General Election to the Constitutional Court. The proposed articles are Article 3 Paragraph (5), Article 9, Article 12, paragraph (1) and (2), Article 14 paragraph (2), and Article 112 of Law Number 42 Year 2008. Based on the application, the Constitutional Court granted some Effendi Ghazali’s request and declared that Article 3 paragraph (5), Article 12 paragraph (1) and (2), Article 14 paragraph (2), and Article 112 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 was not valid and has no legal force noting that it applies to the 2019 general election of President and Vice President.

In this verdict, the Constitutional Court declared that Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 remained valid and has legal force which means that the Constitutional Court on the implementation of the presidential threshold in simultaneous elections is considered as legal policy and regulation submitted to the law maker. Actually, Effendi Ghazali in his petition stated that the enactment of simultaneous elections, Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 on the presidential threshold should automatically be declared invalid since the application of presidential threshold in simultaneous elections is irrelevant.\(^3\) In his request, Effendi Ghazali asserted that the submission of candidates for President and Vice President should use the provisions of Article 6A paragraph (2) of the

---


\(^3\) Mahkamah Konstitusi of Republic of Indonesia Verdict Number 108/PUUXI/2013 concerning Testing on Law Number 42 Year 2008 concerning President and Vice President General Elections.
1945 Constitution or do not use the provisions of the presidential threshold. Later on, after the decision of the judicial review request filed by Effendi Ghazali was decided, the Constitutional Court also issued Decision Number 108/PUU-XI/2013 filed by Yusril Ihza Mahendra. In the petition, Yusril request the Constitutional Court to conduct a constitutional interpretation toward the implementation of President and Vice President General Election. The main substance of Yusril’s petition deals with the elimination of presidential threshold provision as a requirement of a party or coalition of political parties to propose candidates for President and Vice President. Yusril argued that the presidential threshold is a provision that violates the constitutional rights of a person to nominate themselves as candidates for President and Vice President. Besides the 1945 Constitution does not regulate this issue, Yusril believed the provisions of presidential threshold is contrary to the constitution. The Constitutional Court through Decision Number 108/PUU-XI/2013 is still consistent with the previous decision (Decision Number 14/PUU-XI/2013) which retains the provisions of the presidential threshold in the President and Vice President General Elections.⁴

If further investigation of the MPR session which discusses Article 6A in general and paragraph (2) in particular, no one of fraction or MPR member offense the threshold issue (presidential threshold). The provisions of paragraph (5) of Article 6A has locked the addition of the prerequisites for nominating candidates, not as prerequisites of personalities like in a discussion had been given the authority to the Law to provide additional constraints, not just within the norm of 1945 Constitution under Article 6 paragraph (2).⁵ Talking the substance of this article, basically there are some papers that discuss similar object but this article will focus on discussing and studying about the legal reasons or legal considerations of constitutional judges refusal to drop the threshold of the presidential nomination (presidential threshold) and the definition of the presidential threshold itself.

Based on the description in the background, the author will discuss the following issues; Why the Judges of the Constitutional Court in deciding the case Number 14/PUUXI/2013 concerning Testing on Law Number 42 Year 2008 refused to cancel requirements threshold of presidential nomination (presidential threshold) and what is the meaning of the presidential threshold?

Discussion

In decision Number 14/PUU-XI/2013 concerning Testing on Law Number 42 Year 2008 regarding to President and Vice President General Election, the Constitutional Court has decided that president and vice president election with legislative election are conducted simultaneously. Yet, in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 which regulates the President and Vice President Nomination threshold or presidential threshold, Constitutional Court declined the applicant’s request. The reason is that the Court, in its function as the guardian of the constitution, im-possibly cancelled the Law or some of its contents if these norms are delegates of opened authority specified as a legal policy by law maker. Even if the content of a law considered poor as well as the provisions of the presidential threshold and separation of the election schedule in the case a quo, the Court is still not able to annul it for unconstitutional

⁴ Mahkamah Konstitusi of Republic of Indonesia Verdict Number 108/PUU-XI/2013 concerning Testing on Law Number 42 Year 2008 concerning President and Vice President General Elections.

reason unless the product of legal policy apparently violates morality, rationality and intolerable injustice. This legal view is in line with the Constitutional Court Verdict Number 010/PUU-III/2005 dated on May 31st, 2005 stating that as long as the selection policy is not a matter beyond the authority of law maker, does not abuse the authority, and not manifestly contrary to the 1945 Constitution, then the choice of such a policy is impossibly to be cancelled by the Court. The author who disagrees with the Constitutional Court considers that the presidential threshold is a legal policy of law maker. Since the presidential threshold in Law Number 42 Year 2008 actually expands the meaning of Article 6A paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution, or even creates a new norm (Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008). Similarly, Ahmad Farhan S states that Article 9 clearly contradicts to Article 6A paragraph (2) of 1945 Constitution.

According to the authors by reading and observing the formulation contained in Article 6A paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution, the participant of President and Vice President general election is already clear that a couple of candidates is proposed by political parties or coalition of political parties before the election. Yet, the very clear formulation was amended by the various political forces in DPR, especially the major parties. This can be seen in the election of Pres-ident and Vice President in 2004 as stipulated in Article 5 (4) of Law Number 23 Year 2003 concerning General Election of President and Vice President that a pair of candidates can only be nominated by political parties or coalition of political parties that obtain at least 15% (fifteen percent) of the total seats in the House of Representatives or 20% (twenty percent) of the acquisition of valid votes in the national election of DPR members. For the 2009 elections, Law Number 42 Year 2008 concerning General Election of President and Vice President requires supported voice of at least 20% (twenty percent) of seats in the House of Representatives or 25% (twenty five percent) of national valid votes in the election the House of Representatives for political party or coalition of political parties to propose candidates for President and Vice President.

According to the authors, if we read the provisions contained in Article 6A paragraph (5) of the 1945 Constitution, the opportunity for law maker to use arguments of legal policy is possible only to the extent related to the implementation of the election procedures not a minimum threshold requirement. This is similar to what was presented by Philip M. Hadjon stating that because there is no delegates of the 1945 Constitution, the presidential threshold in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 concerning the Presidential Election was made without authority (onbevoegd) of the law maker. Therefore, the rejection of the Constitutional Court at the request of a number of political parties to the provisions that contained in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 with the building of legal policy argument is difficult to be understood.

The same view is also delivered by three of the Constitutional Judges by their dissenting opinions. They believe proposing of candidates for President and Vice President by the political party or coalition of political parties participating in the Elections listed in Article 6A paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution is already very clear intention and does not give the chance for law maker to create a legal policy with a "trick" contaminated by the political motives.

---

determining “presidential threshold” as stated in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 petitioned. The reason to use Article 6A paragraph (5) of the 1945 Constitution which reads, “The further procedure for the implementation of the President and Vice President shall be regulated by law” as a manifestation of the mandate 1945 Constitution to form the Law can make the terms “threshold” incorrect. It is so since the article does not regulate the requirements, but rather way problems as the requirement already set in Article 6 of 1945 Constitution, can not be mixed up. A different opinion was delivered by Abdul Latif who said that the design of the Presidential threshold in Article 9 the Law Number 42 Year 2008 seemed designed to establish a more effective Presidential system. Presidential threshold is an instrument to strengthen the coalition that allows the President to have authority more effectively.\(^9\)

The argument that the presidential threshold indicates that candidates for President and Vice President have strong and wide popular support is also seemingly inaccurate. The extensive support will be realized through the election of President and Vice President directly by the people, as the provisions of Article 6A paragraph (1) in conjunction with Article 6A paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution concerning the election of candidates for President and Vice President must gain more votes than fifty percent of the vote in the election with at least 20% (twenty percent) votes in each province spread across at least half of the provinces in Indonesia. The experience of the 2004 presidential election showed that the results of the presidential election is not compatible with the results of the legislative elections and the number of vote acquisition of party or coalition political parties. It happened because the pair of candidates of political parties or coalition political parties which support them and the acquisition of voice in legislative elections is smaller rather than of vote acquisition of other candidates, precisely who won Election of President and Vice-President.

Presidential threshold in the simultaneous President and Legislative General Election should be abolished because citizens have more options to select the preferred and qualified President and Vice President.\(^10\) Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 is a political norm, because it is likely a political consensus of the major parties to reduce or even close the possibility of other political parties to nominate their partner ahead in presidential election.\(^11\)

A constitutional law expert, Jimly Asshiddiqie, argues that Indonesia which sincerely intends to build democracy in line with the 1945 Constitution shall eliminate presidential threshold according to the rationale that requires President and Vice President election as well as the legislative elections shall be held simultaneously.\(^12\) Similarly Saldi Isra stated that the separation of president and legislative elections and affirming the presidential threshold are tricks of major political parties in the House of Representatives. Seeing the current experience, the two regimes can be seen actually as well as a trick to strengthen the grip section of the elite political parties in the process of nominating candidates for President and Vice Pre-

---


10 Sodikin, “Pemilu Serentak (Pileg dengan Pilpres dan Penguatan Sistem Presidensial)”, Jurnal Rechtsvinding, Vol. 3 No. 1, April 2014, Jakarta: Badan Pembinaan Hukum Nasional, Kementerian Hukum dan Hak Asasi Manusia of Republic of Indonesia, page 31.


Considering the condition that legislative elections and President and Vice President election shall be conducted simultaneously, the question of threshold for nominating candidates for President and Vice President (Presidential threshold) becomes irrelevant.

Presidential threshold in the President and Vice President general elections are used not only in terms of determining the selected pair but also as a prerequisite in the nomination. Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 concerning President and Vice President General Election determines that candidates for President is proposed by a Political Party or Coalition of Political Parties that meet the requirements, ie to gain seats at least 20% (twenty percent) of the total seats in DPR or 25% (two twenty-five percent) of national valid votes in the election of members of Parliament, before the implementation of the Presidential election. These provisions of Article 101 replace the Temporary provisions of Law Number 23 Year 2003 concerning General Election of President and Vice President applied previously in 2004 General Election by requiring the House of People's Re-presentative's seats at least 3% (three percent) or the acquisition of national valid votes amounted to 5% (five percent) and Article 5 paragraph (4) of Law Number 23 Year 2003, which requires the House of People's Representative's seats at least 15% (fifteen percent) or national valid vote acquisition of 20% (twenty percent). The percentage of these thresholds became one of the requirements that must be met for a political party or coalition of political parties to be able to propose candidates in the Presidential election. The author believes the provisions of the percentage requirement for nominating a president and vice president spark a problematic conflict of norms. Reviewing the provisions of the 1945 Constitution, Article 6A paragraph (2) aims to determine the nomination of candidates for President and Vice President conducted by a political party or coalition political parties listed as participants in the legislative elections and it is not determined formally the existence of preconditions percentage which should be fulfilled. The Setting of percentage requirement for nominating the President and Vice President as stipulated in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 gives the impression of a conflict of norms vertically due to the aforementioned article of the requirement of candidates from what has been specified in the 1945 Constitution. Therefore, provisions of Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 is appropriately cancelled by the Constitutional Court. Likewise, Husnu Abadi argued that according to the existence of implementation minimum threshold (presidential threshold) in nominating the pair of President and Vice President in the elections and legislative elections which were conducted simultaneously is irrelevant as it has lost its rationale.

Implementation of Presidential threshold in simultaneous legislative elections and the presidential election is not possible to political parties participating in the election years running. Presidential threshold can only be used by parties participating in the legislative elections in previous period.

The term of presidential threshold consists of presidential and threshold. Etymologically presidential term comes from the president, which according to Black Law Dictionary

---


is the chief executive of a nation, especially in the form of democratic governance. While the threshold is derived from the English meaning doorstep or threshold, while Indonesian dictionary which defines threshold as the level of acceptable limits or tolerance.

According to the authors, the use of term threshold in this case to interpret the presidential threshold as a percentage requirement for nominating the President and Vice President raises confusion and misleading. Minimum percentage requirements as stipulated in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 is not intended as a threshold that must be met to determine who the pair of elected President and Vice President. Supposedly the presidential threshold is defined as a threshold election not threshold nomination as well as the applicable threshold in election political parties to gain seats in the House of Representatives or parliamentary threshold. Criteria for percentage of 20% (twenty percent) of the House of People’s Representative’s seats or 25% (twenty five percent) of the acquisition of national valid votes in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 is intended to determine the terms of contestation, not as a condition of election. The percentages asserted as a requirement of contestation do not necessarily make it as threshold. In comparison to the application of threshold consequently intended as a requirement election as implemented in Article 208 of Law Number 8 Year 2012 in which a political party can put its candidates or to get a seat in the House of Representatives if it meets the institutional percentage of 3.5% (three point five percent) or known as parliamentary threshold.

According to the authors, if it is consistent with terminology of threshold, then the actual provisions of Article 6A paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution in conjunction with Article 159 paragraph (1) of Law Number 42 Year 2008 can be referred as presidential threshold. Article 6A paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution in conjunction with Article 159 paragraph (1) determines the threshold more than 50% (fifty percent) of votes in the general election of President and Vice President by at least twenty percent of the vote in each province spread across more than half of the provinces that must be met in order to be designated as an elected candidate. These formal threshold becomes minimum level of support that must be met by a couple of candidates to be designated as the President and Vice President elect. According to Zainal Arifin Mochtar in A. Hendra stated that a presidential threshold was not threshold to nominate candidates for president but election the President as applied in most countries in the world, 50% + 1. In comparison, Article 97 of the Constitution of Argentina (Section 97 Constitution of Argentina) also formally determines the magnitude threshold votes presidential elections i.e more than 50% to be met by a couple of candidates in the first vote (first ballot) to be designated as a couple elected and no implementation minimum of threshold requirement in the nomination.

In many countries, there is no implementation threshold requirements nomination of president and vice president to the political par

---

Figure 1. The Scheme of Analysis Result of Mahkamah Konstitusi of Republic of Indonesia Verdict Number 14/PUU-XI/2013 concerning Testing on Law No. 42 of 2008 concerning on The General Election of President and Vice President Linked to the Presidential threshold:

Constitutional Court Verdict Number 14/PUU-XI/2013-Testing of Law Number 42 of 2008 Article 9*(Threshold nomination)

Constitutional Court declined application; Presidential Threshold is open legal policy as set up in Article 6A paragraph (5) 1945 Constitution: Procedures for Implementation of General Election of President and Vice-President further regulated in Law

Not in accordance with Article 6A paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution; “Candidate Pair of President and Vice President shall be nominated by a political party or coalition of political parties participating in the Elections before Election Implementation” (without the frills threshold requirements)

Understanding the fault of Presidential Threshold (PT). PT. is not the threshold nomination/ election contestation rather threshold as stipulated in Article 6A paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution

Article 6A paragraph (5) of the 1945 Constitution on the Set of protocols or procedures for how the elections were conducted, not to regulate threshold Nomination of Requirements

Note *) The pair of candidates proposed by political parties or coalition of political parties participating in the election that meets the requirements of seats at least 20% of the total seats in House of People’s Representative or 25% of the national valid votes in the election

Conclusion
In the Constitutional Court Verdict Number 14/PUU-XI/2013 about judicial review of Law Number 42 Year 2008 concerning the general election of the President and the Vice President, the Constitutional Court refused to cancel Article 9 that regulates the presidential threshold, arguing that the legal policy of the law maker based on Article 6A paragraph (5) of the 1945 Constitution which reads “The management implementation of the Presidential and Vice-President election more regulated in Law”. Argumentation of the Constitutional Court judges is not appropriate because Article 6A paragraph (5) regulates its governance (implementation process of the stages) not a requirement for Candidate Pair of President and mem-bers of the House of People’s Represent-ative, before the election of President and Vice President

 tyr or coalition of political parties bears as happened in Indonesia. More emphasis to the personal requirements of presidential candidates, as one example is France. In French presidential election system implements this type of scrutin uninominal majoritaire a deux tours, where the elections were conducted in two rounds. Elections will only last one round if there are candidates who get a vote of 50% + 1 vote (unanimity). However, if no candidate obtain the absolute vote, then the elections were held in two rounds. Two candidates who get the most votes will proceed to the second round. In the second round, the candidate who gets the most votes will become president.22 Scheme analysis of the Constitutional Court decision related to the presidential threshold can be described as follows in Figure 1.

Vice President to become participants in the elections. In addition Article 9 of Law No. 42 of 2008 potentially extends the norms as stipulated in Article 6A paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution that pair of President and Vice President shall be nominated by a political party or coalition political parties participating in the election before the election without any other frills (the existence of threshold). In many countries there is no implementation threshold requirements nomination of president and vice president to the political party or coalition of political parties bears as happened in Indonesia. The requirement largely focuses on personal requirements of presidential candidate. Therefore, according to the author, Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 that regulates presidential threshold should be canceled. The use of the term presidential threshold has been misguided, so it creates confusion. The meaning of presidential threshold should be the threshold of election of candidates for President and Vice President as stipulated in Article 6A paragraph (3) of the 1945 while the threshold for general elections as contained in Article 9 of Law Number 42 Year 2008 was the presidential candidacy threshold.
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